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Learn How To Get STRAIGHT Hits In The Pick 3 Game! Win $500 Over and Over Again! Welcome

to Volume 2. In this Volume I will explore in more detail the straight number system that I introduced

in Volume 1. I will start out with a review of the basic theory and then go right into describing this

incredible straight number system. Why I am focusing on straight hits? If you are a Pick 3 player,

you should know the answer:  A Straight Hit Pays $500! UPDATE: While writing this book I came

across additional systems that generate straight hits as well. These are NEW systems that I did not

talk about in Volume 1. These systems supplement the original straight number system that I

introduced in Volume 1 perfectly and will help you have MORE $500 paydays. In addition to this, let

me tell you perhaps the single most important reason why you SHOULD purchase this book Right

Now: FREE ACCESS to my Programs! Let me explain:**Access to My Pick 3 Programs is $60 a

Month**http://pick3programs.com/info.php?R=P3P&P=Homehttp://pick3master333.com/60-special/

But I have Good News!Purchasing this Book Entitles You to Get30 Days of FREE Access to

Pick3programs.com Thatâ€™s a $60 Value for Just $9.99 (the price of this book)!This applies to

NEW Members only who have never used my programs before. To redeem this offer, email me the

code found on the "FREE ACCESS CODEâ€• chapter and I will email you back the login information

so you can start using my Pick 3 programs right away! The sooner you start using my programs, the

sooner you can start having $500 Paydays! This offer will give you FREE ACCESS to ALL my Pick

3 programs, Including: > STRAIGHT GROUP MATCHING 300 (My top STRAIGHT Number

Program)> STRAIGHT GROUP MATCHING (My Basic STRAIGHT Number Program) > GROUP

MATCHING SYSTEM> VISUAL DIGIT DISTRIBUTION> SINGLES AND DOUBLES (NEW!)>

CONSOLIDATION (NEW Program! )> HIT PARADE 50 (NEW Program! )> HIT PARADE 100 (NEW

Program! )> SUPER SIX (Super-Hot Program! )> BASIC BOX > BASIC 52> DTD REFERENCE

BOX> PAIR FREQUENCY FINDER> WHEELING PROGRAM (NEW Program! )â€¦.and many

others!Current Members: Read the â€œ60 DAY SPECIALâ€• chapter for a Special Offer!And finally, I

have included in this book some of the most advanced (and exciting) topics you will ever learn in

your entire life as a Pick 3 player. Here are JUST 5 of those topics: â€¢ How to Win $900 When You

Get a Straight Hit!â€¢ How to Win $900 or $300 EVERY Time You Hit! â€¢ How to Double, Triple, or

Quadruple Your Winnings (NEW System!)â€¢ The Month-to-Month Straight Number System (NEW

System!)â€¢ And Finally: How to Make $9,000 Playing Pick 3! (Yes, $9,000!)Bottom Line: You Have

to Purchase this book Right Now!
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In volume 2, the author provides a wealth of information and interesting ideas with up to date

examples, hereby adding more ammunition to your playing ideas. Two of the best strategies,

namely the super 6 and the month to month hottest pairs are particularly worth taking a look at. In

my view, the book will have a positive impact on your playing strategies.Jean C Dominique

I played my first game of pick 3 a little less than a year ago, and I've been hooked ever since. I

didn't imagine all the strategies and "systems" out there that promise to get you that "hit." I've

purchased many books and magic bullet "systems, and learned some good things, but the most

important thing I've learned is that there is no magic bullet.With "Pick Three Lottery," and the other

AA New York titles, you won't pay a lot of money for a lone miracle "system." What you will learn is

valuable information and strategies that will have you playing the game smarter and better so you

can get those hits.What Anthony has to offer is what he has learned over many years. And mind

you he hasn't simply just played numbers, this man wanted to uncover or devise ways that would

get him closer to nailing the winning number---resulting in his smart Reference Box and Game



Index, plus more tools that will help you narrow down the field, so you can get that hit.What will help

you win in this game is simply using the facts and history to your advantage. In this book, he tells

how you can hit a number straight --history repeats! I followed the steps, and less than a week later,

I indeed got that straight and pocketed a nice $450! All I had to do was look at past draws to find

what numbers to play.I am very glad to have these books. They are concise and full of great

information and strategies. Start with Volume 1, and I think you'll have to get Volume 2...

After reading volume one (and wining of course) I needed to get the volume two. I could not wait to

see what was new. As I mentioned on my review of the first volume, Anthony is always improving

his programs. Volume 2 shows just that with his new Super Six and the Straight matching programs.

They are the best so far. He is a true Pick 3 guy; there is no match for him. He is always improving.

If you are ready to win this game, you must follow his blog and read his books (both Volumes) .

Good luck!! Below is my winning ticket using the Super six strategy!

AA goes all out to make sure that his secrets are easily implemented. This book is holding your

hand while showing you new ways to think outside the box. So many hidden jewels. The information

in this book is priceless.

This is the best and easiest Pick 3 System I have ever used. This is unlike anything you've ever

seen or even heard of. This is a simple yet tremendously effective straight number system. It gives

you consistent wins...and that you can take to the bank. I am a member of his pick 3 program.

Anthony is always improving and growing his systems. He is a Master at the Pick 3 game. With his

expertise you are no longer a gambler but a serious strategist who enjoys winning.

Wow, I have purchased Volume 1 and Volume 2...plus the cheat sheets and have learned a lot. If

you follow the author's instructions you will HIT!!!! I've already hit twice and yes, I asked a lot of

questions along the way. AANewYork is a great coach and will answer any questions you may have

in a timely manner.

Great matterial as AANewYork is known to produce! Written in a way that is easy to understand and

most importantly will make you money if you follow through with action on what he is teaching! Many

have tried his systems (myself included) and have found ourselves ahead of the game in knowledge

and profits. You won't be disappointed with this buy. The numbers speak for themselves!



Anthony has done it again this book right here will make you money even if you are new to the pick3

game the straight number system is amazing definitely profitable so like I tell everyone nothing

ventured nothing gained give this book a try you will have a lifetime pick3 coach!
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